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Rationale

Business Risk Profile: Strong

• Strong competitive position, reflecting product and geographic diversification, as well as insurance and

reinsurance offerings

• Strong operating performance that's in line with peers

• Intermediate industry and country risk, supporting strong business risk profile

Financial Risk Profile: Very Strong

• Extremely strong capital adequacy and earnings

• Moderate risk position, resulting from potential volatility in operating earnings and capital as a result of

reinsurance and property catastrophe risk exposures

• Strong financial flexibility

Other Factors

• Adequate enterprise risk management (ERM) with strong risk controls and satisfactory management and

governance practices

• Significant cash and liquid investments at the holding company
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Outlook: Stable

The outlook on Markel Corp. and its operating subsidiaries is positive. We expect Markel to continue reporting

strong operating performance while further enhancing its operating platform with a focus on risk diversification.

Downside scenario

We may revise the outlook on Markel's operating insurance subsidiaries to stable over the next 12-24 months if the

group experiences a sustained deterioration in its competitive position, as demonstrated by earnings performance

that is consistently below peers', or if underwriting losses are meaningfully outside its tolerances or its capital

adequacy position deteriorates significantly.

We may lower our ratings on the ultimate holding company and related intermediary holding companies if cash

and investments at the holding company level decrease substantially to less than $800 million or if the allocation of

its consolidated capital changes such that a significant majority of the group's capital base is located in the U.S.,

where we believe the regulatory environment is more stringent. We may also lower our ratings on the ultimate

parent if fixed-charge coverage falls to less than 5x on a sustained basis.

Upside scenario

We may raise our ratings on Markel's operating subsidiaries over the next 12-24 months if we believe its

competitive position has strengthened to the level of higher-rated peers in the 'A+' range. We would expect Markel

to continue showing operating results in line with or above its peer group and extremely strong capital and

earnings profile. It's unlikely that we will raise our ratings on the ultimate holding company in the next two years

given our expectation that the holding company will likely continue to report fixed-charge coverage and financial

leverage in line with the current ratings.

Base-Case Scenario

Macroeconomic Assumptions

• Real U.S. GDP growth of about 2.3% in 2016 and 2.5% in 2017

• U.S. 10-year Treasury rate at 2.3% in 2016, rising to 2.9% in 2017

• U.S. core consumer price index (CPI) at 1.8% for 2016

• Neutral industry economic outlook for P/C insurers
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Company-Specific Assumptions

• Flat to low single-digit premium growth during the next one to two years, reflecting increased competition in the

group's lines of business and reinsurance lines

• Combined ratio, including normalized catastrophe losses, in the 94%-96% range during 2016-2018

• Capital adequacy expected to remain redundant at the 'AAA' level

• Financial leverage to remain at or below 27%, and EBITDA fixed-charge coverage at or above 5x during the

next one to two years

Key Metrics

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(Mil. $) 2017* 2016* 2015 2014 2013

Gross premiums written 4,800-5,000 4,800-5,000 4,633 4,806 3,920

P/C net combined ratio (%) 94-96 94-96 88.8 95.4 96.8

S&P capital adequacy/redundancy Extremely strong Extremely strong Extremely strong Extremely strong Very strong

Fixed-charge coverage (x) >5 >5 6.7 4.7 4.1

Financial leverage (%) 25-27 25-27 23.7 24.2 25.6

*Forecast data reflect S&P Global Ratings' base-case assumptions.

Company Description

Markel, through its U.S. operating subsidiaries, is a P/C insurer that offers specialty, excess and surplus (E&S), and

admitted insurance, while also participating in the global insurance market through its European and Bermuda

insurance companies and Lloyd's syndicates. In May 2013, Markel acquired Alterra Capital Holdings Ltd., a

Bermuda-based specialty P/C primary insurer and reinsurer, expanding Markel's footprint into the Bermuda-based

insurance market and enabling it to offer reinsurance and various other specialty insurance business lines, while also

expanding its insured customer base.

In 2015, Markel wrote $4.6 billion of gross premiums written (GPW) in its insurance operations through three distinct

segments: U.S. insurance (54% of GPW), comprising all direct and facultative insured risk written in the U.S.;

international insurance (25% of GPW), comprising all primary direct written and facultative insurance products

domiciled outside the U.S., including its Lloyd's syndicates; and reinsurance (21% of GPW), consisting of all treaty

reinsurance written across the company. Markel's specialty and E&S and admitted insurance business lines offer

excess liability, marine, professional liability, and property insurance. It offers quota share and excess of loss insurance

through its Lloyd's Syndicate 3000, mostly to medium and large clients. Reinsurance products include agriculture,

auto, credit and surety, general casualty, marine and energy, professional liability, property, and workers'

compensation.

In addition to its insurance businesses, Markel has a growing portfolio of noninsurance operations through Markel

Ventures. Markel Ventures consists of controlling interests in various industrial and service businesses, which are
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operated independently. The company has grown to $1.05 billion in revenue as of year-end 2015, a 25% increase

year-over-year. It also accounted for a significant 20% of Markel's total revenues as of year-end 2015.

Business Risk Profile: Strong

We regard Markel's business risk profile as strong as a result of its intermediate industry and country risk and strong

competitive position.

Insurance industry and country risk: Intermediate

Markel's insurance industry and country risk assessment is intermediate risk, reflecting its exposure in the non-life

insurance and reinsurance sectors. We believe Markel's P/C operations are exposed to intermediate industry risks

because of the inherent product risk and consequent susceptibility to reserve volatility. The litigious environment in

the U.S. also affects claim amounts and payment patterns. But the stability of the U.S. insurance markets' profitability,

growth prospects, and overall institutional framework offset this weakness. We believe the group's non-life reinsurance

operations are exposed to moderate industry risk. This is primarily based on our negative view of the industry's

product risk due to its exposure to property catastrophe volatility, to which Markel is also exposed. Our view also

reflects the relatively moderate operational and regulatory barriers to entry, which materially expose non-life

reinsurers to competition from new capital providers. Although Markel operates predominantly in the U.S., it also has

operations in the P/C insurance and reinsurance markets in parts of Canada, the U.K., Europe, and Bermuda. Our view

of Markel's low country risk stems from the potentially higher-income nature of these markets as well as their relatively

effective and stable political institutions, sophisticated financial systems, and strong payment culture, especially in the

U.S.

Table 1

Industry And Country Risk

Insurance sector Business mix (%)

U.S. P/C Intermediate risk 64.02

Global P/C reinsurance Intermediate risk 24.79

U.K. P/C Intermediate risk 4.87

Canada P/C Low risk 1.59

Global trade credit Intermediate risk 0.90

Australia P/C Low risk 0.47

Colombia P/C Moderate risk 0.42

Brazil P/C Moderate risk 0.39

Netherlands P/C Low risk 0.39

Germany P/C Low risk 0.35

Japan P/C Intermediate risk 0.34

Norway P/C Low risk 0.27

Switzerland P/C Very low risk 0.22

Spain P/C Intermediate risk 0.22

Italy P/C Moderate risk 0.21

France P/C Low risk 0.21

Mexico P/C Intermediate risk 0.18
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Table 1

Industry And Country Risk (cont.)

Insurance sector Business mix (%)

United Arab Emirates P/C Intermediate risk 0.15

Competitive position: Strong

Markel and its insurance subsidiaries maintain a strong competitive position, reflected by a diverse product offering in

various P/C lines, its primary insurance and reinsurance offerings, as well as geographic diversification with operations

in the U.S., Canada, Bermuda, the U.K., and Europe. Markel offers more than 100 different specialty and niche

insurance products, allowing it to enter or leave various markets when it sees opportunities. Markel has been able to

modify its product line to focus on certain programs, such as property, energy, and product liability, where it can

control rates and/or volumes to meet specified returns based on targeted loss and combined ratios and capital

allocation.

Markel's insurance-related operating performance (excluding Markel Ventures) was in line with its specialty peers as

shown by its five-year (2011-2015) average combined ratio of 95% and average return on revenue (ROR) of 13%

despite catastrophe losses in 2011 and 2012. The group's consolidated operating results remained strong in 2015, with

a combined ratio of 89% and ROR of 18%.

Markel's larger platform, following the Alterra acquisition, has enhanced the company's ability to compete in the

specialty insurance and reinsurance markets. The platform also follows Markel's strategy to mitigate risk through

increased diversification by product and geography. The larger platform has enabled the group to tap into reinsurance

and large accounts business and further develop its relationship with leading P/C brokers. Gross premiums fell 4% in

2015 from 2014, primarily reflecting a decline within domestic and global reinsurance lines. In our base-case economic

forecast, we expect Markel's growth in the next one to two years to be flat or in the low single digits, reflecting

increased competition in the group's lines of business and pricing pressures among reinsurance lines.

Table 2

Markel Corp. -- Competitive Position

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(Mil. $) 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

Gross premiums written (GPW) 4,632.9 4,805.5 3,920.2 2,513.7 2,291.3

Change in GPW (%) (3.6) 22.6 56.0 9.7 15.6

Net premiums earned 3,819.3 3,917.0 3,236.7 2,214.1 2,041.8

P/C: Reinsurance utilization - premiums written (%) 17.6 18.5 17.4 11.9 10.9

Business segment (% of GPW)

U.S. insurance 54.0 51.9 57.5 63.5 62.6

International insurance 25.0 25.0 28.1 31.4 31.8

Reinsurance 21.0 23.1 14.4 5.1 5.6
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Financial Risk Profile: Very Strong

We view Markel's financial risk profile as very strong based on our opinion of its extremely strong capital and earnings

profile, moderate risk position, and its continued strong financial flexibility.

Capital and earnings: Extremely strong

The group's capital base increased significantly following the Alterra acquisition, which was mostly financed with

issuance of common equity, with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) shareholders' equity increasing to

$7.8 billion as of year-end 2015 from $3.9 billion as of year-end 2012. We view Markel's capital adequacy as extremely

strong according to our proprietary GAAP capital adequacy model, and we expect this redundancy to continue during

the next one to two years. This partially reflects our expectation that the group will continue reporting strong operating

results with a combined ratio in the 94%-96% range during the next two years, reflecting continued underwriting

prudence despite increasingly competitive conditions in a number of its lines. In our calculation of total adjusted

capital in our capital adequacy model for Markel, we exclude equity related to Markel Ventures because we don't

consider that equity to be available to support the regulated operating insurance entities.

We believe Markel's reserves are well positioned to sustain expected losses, given management's conservative

reserving philosophy. Historically, Markel's operating results have benefitted from significant reserve releases. Markel

benefitted from favorable reserve development in 2015 of $628 million, partially as a result of ceding a significant

portion of asbestos and environment exposures. Markel's average amount of reserve releases over the past five years

(2011-2015) has been $445 million.

Table 3

Markel Corp. -- Capitalization Statistics

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(Mil. $) 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

Common shareholders' equity 7,841 7,602 6,674 3,889 3,388

Change in common shareholders' equity 3.1 13.9 71.6 14.8 6.8

Total reported capital 10,082 9,856 8,930 5,381 4,681

Change in total capital (reported) (%) 2.3 10.4 65.9 15.0 11.8

Table 4

Markel Corp. -- Earnings Statistics

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(Mil. $) 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

Total operating revenue (including Markel Ventures) 5,264 5,088 4,260 2,969 2,594

EBIT adjusted 771 529 428 384 249

EBITDA adjusted 904 638 534 454 298

Net income attributable to shareholders and non-controlling interests 589 324 284 258 148

Return on revenue, excluding Markel Ventures (%) 18.0 12.0 11.0 14.1 9.8

Return on shareholders' equity (reported) (%) 7.6 4.5 5.4 7.1 4.5

P/C: net expense ratio, excluding Markel Ventures (%) 38.1 38.0 40.6 43.3 40.9

P/C: net loss ratio (%) 50.7 57.3 56.2 53.7 61.1
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Table 4

Markel Corp. -- Earnings Statistics (cont.)

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(Mil. $) 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

P/C: net combined ratio, exclusing Markel Ventures (%) 88.8 95.4 96.8 97.0 102.1

Risk position: Moderate

We view Markel's risk position as moderate based on its potential exposure to earnings and capital volatility on a

year-over-year basis as a result of its exposure to catastrophe risk, especially in its property lines.

Despite being prone to property catastrophe losses from its reinsurance segment, we view Markel as well positioned to

minimize outsized losses and earnings and capital volatility. This is based on its focus on risk mitigation through

product and geographic diversification, conservative loss-reserve philosophy, and ERM program with strong risk

controls and limits.

As of year-end 2015, Markel had total invested assets of $18.5 billion, which comprised 55% fixed-income securities,

23% equity securities, 20% cash and short-term investments, and 2% other investments. The group has maintained a

significant net unrealized gain position since 2007 based on its low-cost, buy-and-hold investment philosophy that

focuses on the disciplined limiting of losses on invested capital. The fixed-income portfolio has a high average credit

quality of 'AA', made up of U.S. municipal obligations (43% of total fixed-income assets, totaling $9.4 billion),

corporates (16%), U.S. and sovereign government debt obligations (25%), and collateralized mortgage obligations

(16%).

Table 5

Markel Corp. -- Risk Position

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(Mil. $) 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

Total invested assets 18,181 18,638 17,612 9,333 8,728

Net investment income 353.2 363.2 317.4 282.1 263.7

Net investment yield (%) 1.9 2.0 2.4 3.1 3.1

Net investment yield including realized capital gains/(losses) (%) 2.5 2.3 2.8 3.5 3.5

Portfolio composition (% of general account invested assets)

Cash and short-term investments 23.5 19.1 19.5 19.7 15.1

Bonds 51.7 55.9 57.6 53.4 63.5

Equity investments 22.4 22.2 18.5 25.8 21.5

Other investments 2.4 2.8 4.5 1.2 -

Financial flexibility: Strong

Markel maintains strong financial flexibility, with demonstrated broad access to the debt and equity capital markets

and committed revolving lines of credit for direct borrowings and letter of credit facilities. As of March 31, 2016,

Markel's financial leverage, based on total adjusted financial obligations to total adjusted capital, was 23% and

consolidated EBITDA fixed-charge coverage was 7.9x. On a pro forma basis, including the issuance of $500 million in

senior notes and repayment of $170 million in debt during second-quarter 2016, Markel's financial leverage is
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approximately 25%. With the exception of a scenario of a material acquisition, we expect financial leverage to be

maintained in the 25%-27% range over the next two years, and we expect EBITDA fixed-charge coverage to be at or

above 5x.

Table 6

Markel Corp. -- Financial Flexibility

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(Mil. $) 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

EBITDA fixed-charge coverage (x) 6.7 4.7 4.1 4.4 3.1

Financial leverage including pension deficit as debt (%) 23.7 24.2 25.6 29.8 29.1

Other Assessments

Our view of Markel's strong business risk profile and very strong financial risk profile lead to possible anchors of either

'a' or 'a+'. We assigned an 'a' anchor to Markel, reflecting our view that the group's competitive position is currently

more in line with other peers rated 'A'. However, our positive outlook on Markel's core operating insurance

subsidiaries reflects our view that the group's competitive position is strengthening relative to its peer group.

We currently apply nonstandard notching (two notches below the financial strength ratings of the operating

subsidiaries as opposed to the standard notching of three) to the issuer credit rating of the ultimate holding company

(Markel Corp.). This reflects significant nonregulated cash and invested assets at the holding company level, as well as

a relatively high proportion of the consolidated capital that resides outside the U.S. We believe this provides the group

with higher flexibility on upstreaming dividends from operating subsidiaries in different jurisdictions to support holding

company expenses.

Our score for Markel's ERM as adequate with strong risk controls, satisfactory management and governance, and

exceptional liquidity also support the ratings.

Enterprise risk management: Adequate with strong risk controls

We view Markel's ERM framework as adequate with strong risk controls, and we believe the company is committed to

further enhancing its ERM practices. Markel has more than 100 unique product lines, and it considers its diverse

underwriting with a focus on investments as its value proposition for investors. Managing the diversity and

aggregations across investments, underwriting, and Markel Ventures is key to the group's risk profile, which elevates

the importance of ERM to the rating.

We view Markel's tolerance for investment risk as a bit high compared with typical insurance companies. For example,

equity historically made up close to 25% of Markel's portfolio, but this fell to about 23% in 2015. Markel's risk controls

in underwriting, pricing, and cycle management reflect its strong operating performance track record. More

importantly, our view of Markel's ERM reflects its emphasis on diversification and cycle management. Its current

controls have led to performance comparable with peers, and they have become more streamlined since Alterra's

integration, particularly controls for underwriting risks.

We view Markel's strategic risk management as neutral. Markel uses a system of capital allocation and established
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return targets that enable it to compare lines of businesses on a risk-adjusted basis. This results in optimization and

diversification, as shown by its stable and profitable track record.

Management and governance: Satisfactory

We view Markel's management and governance practices as satisfactory because we believe the company has

demonstrated an effective strategic plan and has been able to convert strategy into strong operating performance. We

believe Markel maintains the expertise and experience to effectively operate the enterprise with a conservative and

profitable risk profile.

Markel has an internal pricing model that determines the adequacy of underlying premiums to assess their sufficiency

in covering expected losses and operating expenses. It also has well-diversified portfolio limits that reduce

concentrations in any type of line or geographic or catastrophe area.

Markel allocates assets in its investment portfolio to maintain sufficient liquidity and provide an adequate return on

capital. In our opinion, it has distributed capital appropriately to its holding company to allow the group to fund its

debt-service requirements and provide for appropriate return of capital as the company invests in a diversified

long-term investment portfolio. Markel maintains reinsurance with various reinsurers to reduce risk, specifically with

its one-in-250 year probable maximum losses.

We have not identified any governance deficiencies in our assessment.

Liquidity: Exceptional

We view Markel's liquidity as exceptional based on its significant liquid investment balances at the insurance and

holding company levels. Markel has historically maintained significant cash and liquid investments at the holding

company. As of year-end 2015, cash and invested assets at the holding company level totaled $1.6 billion, with cash

and short-term investments making up approximately $1.2 billion, $0.3 billion in equity investments, and $37 million in

fixed-income securities. We don't expect the company to have any liquidity constraints in meeting its obligations in the

next two years, and we expect it will maintain robust balances based on its conservative capital management

philosophy.

The group's liquidity position is also enhanced by strong operating cash flows, which totaled $651 million in 2015 and

$717 million in 2014. Markel Corp. also has access to a revolving credit agreement of up to $300 million, maturing in

2019. The agreement enables Markel Corp. to increase the capacity under the facility to $500 million under certain

terms and conditions. There are no borrowings under this facility.
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Chart 1

Factors Specific To The Holding Company

Markel Corp. is a U.S.-based insurance and reinsurance holding company. We apply a two-notch differential between

our financial strength rating on Markel's core insurance companies and our counterparty and issuer credit ratings on

the holding company, which is considered nonstandard notching for U.S.-based companies (standard notching for

U.S.-based holding companies is three notches). The nonstandard notching reflects Markel's history of significant and

growing amounts of cash and invested assets at the holding company level during the past eight years, which totaled

$1.8 billion as of June 30, 2016. Outside of a large acquisition, we believe it is likely that Markel Corp. will continue

maintaining significant cash and invested assets at the holding company level, likely in excess of $1 billion.

In addition, Markel Corp. benefits from the diversity of its legal entities' domiciles, which provides greater regulatory

flexibility with regard to dividend capacity from different jurisdictions. On a statutory basis, and only including

regulated operating insurance subsidiaries, capital in Markel's non-U.S subsidiaries accounted for 50% of the group's

consolidated statutory capital, with U.S subsidiaries accounting for the remaining 50%.

Although we expect the proportion of capital allocated to U.S. versus non-U.S. subsidiaries to vary over time, which
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will support business opportunities in different jurisdictions, we expect a meaningful proportion of the group's capital

base to remain outside the U.S. during the next two to three years. Based on regulatory dividend restrictions during

2015, Markel's Bermuda subsidiary could provide dividends up to $492 million to the ultimate parent, while Markel's

U.S.-based insurance subsidiaries could provide dividends up to $354 million to the ultimate parent.

In our base-case economic forecast scenario, we assume that the group's leverage will be at or below 27% over the

next couple of years, and the group will report fixed-charge coverage of 5x or higher during the next two to three

years.

Accounting Considerations

Markel has reported its consolidated financial statements on a U.S. GAAP for fiscal years ended Dec. 31, 2014, 2013,

and 2012, with an unqualified opinion from its auditors. Markel's consolidated operating results incorporate its

noninsurance operations at Markel Ventures. In our analysis, we excluded Markel Ventures' operating results in the

calculation of the insurance company's ROR and expense and combined ratios. We consolidate Markel Venture's

adjusted EBITDA in the company's consolidated operating metrics to calculate Markel's cash flow generation, financial

flexibility, fixed-charge, and interest coverage metrics.

Related Criteria And Research

• Group Rating Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013

• Insurers: Rating Methodology, May 7, 2013

• Enterprise Risk Management, May 7, 2013

• Methodology For Linking Short-Term And Long-Term Ratings For Corporate, Insurance, And Sovereign Issuers,

May 7, 2013

• Methodology: Management And Governance Credit Factors For Corporate Entities And Insurers, Nov. 13, 2012

• Principles Of Credit Ratings, Feb. 16, 2011

• Refined Methodology And Assumptions For Analyzing Insurer Capital Adequacy Using The Risk-Based Insurance

Capital Model, June 7, 2010

• Use Of CreditWatch And Outlooks, Sept. 14, 2009

• Hybrid Capital Handbook: September 2008 Edition, Sept. 15, 2008

Ratings Detail (As Of October 7, 2016)

Holding Company: Markel Corp.

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency BBB+/Stable/--

Senior Unsecured BBB+

Operating Company Covered By This Report

Markel Global Reinsurance Co.

Financial Strength Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Counterparty Credit Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--
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Ratings Detail (As Of October 7, 2016) (cont.)

Related Entities

Alterra America Insurance Co.

Financial Strength Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Alterra Capital Holdings Ltd.

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency BBB+/Stable/--

Alterra Capital UK Ltd.

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency BBB+/Stable/--

Alterra Finance LLC

Senior Unsecured BBB+

Alterra USA Holdings Ltd.

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency BBB+/Stable/--

Associated International Insurance Co.

Financial Strength Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Essentia Insurance Co.

Financial Strength Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Evanston Insurance Co.

Financial Strength Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

FirstComp Insurance Co.

Financial Strength Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Markel American Insurance Co.

Financial Strength Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--
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Ratings Detail (As Of October 7, 2016) (cont.)

Markel Bermuda Limited

Financial Strength Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Markel Insurance Co.

Financial Strength Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Markel International Insurance Co. Ltd.

Financial Strength Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Issuer Credit Rating

Local Currency A/Positive/--

Domicile Connecticut

*Unless otherwise noted, all ratings in this report are global scale ratings. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on the global scale are comparable

across countries. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on a national scale are relative to obligors or obligations within that specific country. Issue and

debt ratings could include debt guaranteed by another entity, and rated debt that an entity guarantees.
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